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Abstract:  

Taxi ridesharing
1
 (TRS) is an advanced form of urban transportation that matches separate 

ride requests with similar spatio-temporal characteristics to a jointly used taxi. As 

                                              

1
 Taxi ridesharing (TRS), also known as shared taxi or collective taxi, is an advanced form 

of public transportation with flexible routing and scheduling that matches at least two 

separate ride requests with similar spatio-temporal characteristics in real-time to a jointly 

used taxi, driven by an employed driver without own destination. TRS, therefore, differs 

from private ridesharing, which refers to sharing of rides among private people. TRS is a 

more restricted dynamic dial-a-ride problem, which considers the requirements of both 

multiple passengers and the service provider. Because of the pooled simultaneous 

utilization of a taxi, TRS is collaborative consumption.  
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